
Layered & Luscious
Layered and Collaged Art Quilts Created by Hand  
Instructor: Heather Thomas

The beauty of these little art quilts is that they can be made entirely by hand. No exact piecing is required, in 
fact there is no real piecing at all.  The quilt is built up in layers that are held together lightly with fine iron on 
adhesives such as Misty Fuse or Bo-nash 007. Then the quilts are hand stitched to add more interest, beauty 
or funk.  The process is simple as long as you keep some basic information about composition in mind.
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• If the quilt is to hang horizontally, it will look 
more attractive if it is wider than it is tall.

• If the quilt is to hang vertically, it will look better 
if it is taller than it is wide.

• Begin the designing process by dividing the 
design field in thirds both horizontally and 
vertically.  This will yield four axis of thirds where 
the lines intersect.  For an asymmetric design, 
use diagonally opposite axis to place your focal 
point and balancing motifs.

• Keep balance, unity and variety in mind as you 
compose.  Balance will make the piece feel 
comfortable to live with, variety will give the piece 
interest and unity will hold the piece together.

• To achieve symmetrical balance, design with a 
grid in mind.  For asymmetrical balance, use the 
rule of thirds from above.  For radial balance, 
begin the design from a center or off center 
point and drive it across the design field.  For 
crystallographic balance, throw the shapes and 
colors across the entire design field equally, 
forming no focal point or visual weight.

• With asymmetrical designs, keep the visual 
weight on the bottom half of the composition.

• If using a bold mixture of colors, try featuring 
one and using the others as support or accents.

• To increase variety try using lots of different 
types of fabrics; silk, cotton, linen, canvas and 
more.  For even more variety try to include lots 
of different visual and tactile texture.  To be 
ensured of built in unity, stick with a discernable 

color way and match the color scale of the 
colors included; if you use the tones (grayed) of 
one color, use tones of the other colors, or if you 
use shades of one color (black is added) then 
use shades of the other colors.

• Repeat shapes, but vary the sizes.  Group lines.  
Remember that odd numbers of motifs are more 
interesting than even numbers. 

• When adding embellishments, hard or soft, ask 
yourself what the relationship is between the 
quilts surface and the embellishment.  If you 
don’t have an answer, neither will the viewer and 
the embellishment will look out of place.

• When adding stitching, don’t just add what is 
needed to hold things in place, add some that 
is purely decorative that will show off the layers 
of fabric.

Composition Basics
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Three Little Birds Quilt

1. Lay out all of the fabrics you hope to work 
with and choose a base.  Your base can be 
either painted/dyed batting (Bamboo batting 
painted with Dye-na-flow is my favorite), 
felted wool, heavy canvas or felt.  Also gather 
up all of the embroidery threads and fibers as 
well as embellishments you hope to use.

2. Cut your base the desired size. Take it to 
your ironing board and using the tip of a hot 
iron, distort the outer edges so that they look 
more natural and no longer have a hard line.  
Steam the new edges so that they lay flat. If 
using canvas, skip the previous step, but rip 
the background to size rather than cutting 
it.  Then, pull out several rows of fibers along 
each side to fray it.  Iron the edges with steam 
to set them flat again.

3. Divide your base fabric into thirds with 
two equally spaced vertical lines and two 
horizontal lines.  Do this either by folding and 
pressing a crease, marking with chalk or a 
Hera marker.  

4. Decide on the type of balance you hope to 
achieve and choose several fabrics to begin 
the process with.  In this sample, I began 
by placing a piece of hand stamped, multi-
colored fabric down that covered a good deal 
of the base.  I laid it so that it was offset to 
one side.  The fabric wasn’t long enough, so I 
ripped some off of the width and added it to 
the length knowing that I would need to cover 
the join with something later on.

Getting Started
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5. I then stamped a bird in the center of each 
of three rectangles of fabric that I had ripped 
into similar sizes.  I then layered the stamped 
rectangles on top of two more ripped 
rectangles, one that was slightly larger than 
the stamped rectangles and one that was 
slightly larger than the second rectangle.  I 
assembled these into three, layered units 
using Bo-nash 007.  I used solid cotton fabrics 
in colors that complemented the colors in the 
background of the stamped designs. 

6. With this design, I knew that I wanted an 
asymmetrical setting so I laid the three 
assembled blocks out as shown.  I then ripped 
strips from several fabrics and layered the 
thinner strips on top of and in the center of 
the wider strips.  I “glued “ these together with 
the 007.  I played with their positioning for a 
while then settled on the areas shown.  

7. I had three, small metal charms that a friend 
of mine had made, each a different size but 
the same basic shape.  I decided to place 
these on one of the contrasting colors of 
fabric which I ripped into long rectangles to 
set behind each of the metal pieces.  

8. Once I was pleased with the entire layout, I 
ironed everything onto the batting base using 
bits of Misty Fuse.  Don’t use too much, just 
enough to hold everything in place as you 
stitch.
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9. I used several different stitches (shown at the 
back of this pattern) on this piece.  I began 
with a straight stitch that I worked just inside 
the edges of the large, first background piece 
that I laid on top of the base.  I stitched all the 
way around it skipping the areas where other 
fabrics overlapped the edges.

10. I used a straight stitch to stitch down the 
edges of the layered lines too.

11. I finely twisted some painted cheesecloth into 
a rope like structure and used a couching 
stitch to hold in in place in the center of the 
layered lines.

12. I used a buttonhole stitch on the inner edges 
of the layered bird units and a straight stitch 
around the outer edges.

13. The fabrics around the metal charms were 
stitched with a backstitch and the metal 
charms were stitched on with stacked beads.

14. I added ricing around the metal 
embellishments as well.

15. Once all of the stitching was complete, I cut 
a backing fabric that was slightly smaller than 
the base.  Using a hot iron, I turned the raw 
edges under then ironed it to the back of 
the base using a light coating of 007.  Then I 
finished the edge from the back using a whip 
stitch adding a bead with each stitch on the 
front of the quilt.
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Blue Diamonds

1. This piece also started with painted batting.  But 
before I started adding fabric, I needle felted 
in some fibers.  For this you will need, felting 
needles, wool or silk fibers and a felting mat.  I 
chose fibers that coordinated with the fabric 
colors that I planned to use and swept them in 
a cloudy formation that covered the upper right 
axis of thirds then I pulled them into a thin “L” 
formation on the diagonally opposite axis of 
thirds on the lower left.  I used a light yellow, a 
medium yellow gold and a light yellow green.  
After needle felting, I steam ironed the fibers 
to get them to lay totally flat and steam out the 
needle holes.

2. Once the felting was done I chose a yellow 
green shade of silk and ripped a 1” wide strip 
and a 1/2” wide strip thinking I would enhance 
the “L” formation that I had formed with the 
felting.  However, I didn’t like the way that looked 
and decided to form an even stronger “L” that 
intersected the felting in the upper right quadrant 
and the “L” in the lower left quadrant.  This formed 
an actual link and later helped move the eye from 
one area to the next.

3. Once that was done, I ripped a square (about 
7”) from a yellow green cotton gauze and 
ironed Misty Fuse to the back of it.  To the front 
of it, I fused a dark gold, wide weave, cheese 
cloth.  I used tiny bits of Misty Fuse for that and 
a Teflon pressing sheet

4. I then Cut a piece of lighter gold waffle weave 
cotton into a large, long rectangle and frayed 
it’s edges by pulling out some of the fibers.  I 
scrunched up the green gauze with the Misty Fuse 
on the back so that it would fit onto the long gold 
rectangle and ironed it on.  I wasn’t pleased with 
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the lack of contrast, so I pulled up one long edge 
and tucked in a narrow strip of dark blue.

5. I liked the way that the above unit looked setting 
on top of the upper right hand corner axis of 
thirds so I started experimenting with something 
to balance it out on the opposite diagonal corner.  
I settled on three stacks of squares set on point 
with a little flag that came out of the bottom point.  
The larger of these I set on the lower, thin, green 
silk strip and then I placed the other squares 
above it in order of descending size.  Again I was 
not pleased with the lack of contrast so I ripped 
some wider rectangles of the same green silk and 
placed those behind the smaller stacked squares.  

6. At this point, though I liked the composition, I 
felt that I had ended up with competing focal 
points so I knew that I had to either grow one or 
deplete the other.  So, I assembled another stack 
of squares and added it to the upper right hand 
corner, above and beside the gathered piece 
then I was pleased with the composition 

7. Because there was very little actual fabric on the 
surface to give it stability, I added a thin layer of 
batting to the back, cut slightly smaller than the 
painted base batting.  I ironed this on using a little 
007.  This layer ads stability during the stitching 
and hanging and also makes the piece an actual 
quilt.  It will have three layers throughout once the 
backing fabric has been added.

8. I used the following stitches on this piece; straight 
stitch for edges, French knots in the corners of the 
stacked squares, Back stitch with beads for the 
long silk strips and ricing in the negative spaces. 
I used a whip stitch to stitch on the metal swirls. I 
added a backing as described with the bird quilt 
then whip stitched on the bent metal hanger.
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Swirled Up Memories
 
1. For this piece, I began with the backing fabric 

rather than the batting base.  I cut the backing 
so that it was about 1” - 1 1/2” larger all the way 
around than the painted batting piece that I was 
planning to use.  The fabric is a waffle weave 
cotton that I frayed the edges of before using.  

2. I then laid the batting piece on top of the 
backing, centering it and ironing it on with a 
little 007.

3. I ripped a long rectangle of pale rust colored 
linen and laid it out so that it covered the upper 
and lower axis of thirds on the right hand side.  I 
then ripped a square of dark blue green canvas 
which I set on point at the bottom of the light 
rust rectangle.  I found another dark blue green 
fabric that was alI wrinkled up and cut a square 
like shape from it 1. and tucked it under the 
upper edge of the orange rectangle. I then cut 
a long, wide strip of red orange cheesecloth 
that had a rumpled up edge and tucked it in 
under the blue green square and rust colored 
rectangle. 

4. These four fabrics made a nice, but not very 
interesting start to this composition.  I decided 
to do some stamping and ripped three small 
squares of pale gold cotton and stamped the 
center of each with a black swirl.  These I set in 
the middle of the light rust rectangle.

5. I then took a dark red violet, vintage hankie and 
cut off the corner that had cut work on it and 
one of the plainer corners.  I tucked these two in 
between the rust rectangle and the fabrics next 
to it on the left hand side.  To balance them off, 
I cut a long section from one of the sides of the 

hankie and added it under the edge of the rust 
rectangle on the lower right hand side.  

6. To finish off the design, I chose a hammered, 
copper swirl to place on the large blue 
green square and a black bent wire hanging 
apparatus.

7. I used the following stitches to complete this 
piece; a straight stitch on the edges, French 
knots for the squares, a little bit of ricing in the 
cheesecloth area and a whip stitch to secure the 
metal embellishments.
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1. Straight Stitch; thread the needle and knot one end.  Bring 
the needle up from the backside of the fabric and pull the 
thread all the way through to snug the knot.  Take the tip 
of the needle back down then back up again the length 
of the stitch away from where it went down.  Now take it 
back down again a stitch length away.  Continue doing this 
loading up your needle until you cannot fit any more stitches 
on then pull the needle and thread all the way through.

2. Back Stitch; Thread and knot and take a single stitch as 
above.  Now from underneath, bring the needle back up 
a stitch length away and pull the thread through.  Take the 
needle back down at the same spot that the previous stitch 
ended and pull the thread through.

3. Blanket Stitch; Beginning on the stitch line with the needles 
and thread pulled through from the back, make a diagonally 
stitch from “A” to “B”. Bring the needle up make on the stitch 
line, “C”, a stitch length away from “A” and pull the needle 
and thread through.

4. Ricing; Just like a straight stitch only at angles rather than 
in a row.  Vary the direction, but keep the stitches the same 
length.

5. Chain Stitch; Pull the knotted thread and needle through to 
the front of the fabric.  Take the tip of the needle down, a tiny 
bit in front of where it came out and take a stitch length with 
the tip of the needle only, wrap the thread around the tip of 
the needle the pull the needle through.

6. French Knots; Pull the knotted thread and needle through 
to the front of the fabric where you want your first knot to 
be.  Take the thread just above where it comes out of the 
fabric and wind it around the tip of the needle several times.  
While holding the winds, place the tip of the needle right 
next to where it originally came out and push the needle 
through. The more winds, the larger the knot.

Hand Embroidery Stitches
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My Notes

Please visit the shop area of  
NationalQuitersCircle.com for additional 
classes available through the  
National Quilters Circle Academy. 


